Existing MRV arrangements: reporting adaptation-related information on under the Convention (Ver
5/11/2017)
Annex I Parties/ Developed country Parties
(Convention)

Non-Annex I Parties/ Developing country Parties
(Convention)

NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS (NC)
Annex I to decision 4/CP.5

Annex to decision 17.CP/8

Para 49: expected impacts, research on vulnerability and adaptation, plans for
coastal zone management, water resources and agriculture, outline of action taken
to implement Art 4.1 (b) and (e) with regard to adaptation

Para 3: development priorities/objectives/circumstances

Para 52 + table 5: assistance provided to vulnerable developing countries to meet
costs of adaptation
Para 53 + table 5: finance through bilateral, regional and other multilateral
channels
Para 55: tech. transfer and financing for access to tech. for developing countries
Para 63: research on impacts, socio-economic analysis, R&D on adaptation tech.

Para 4: summary of information in tabular form
Para 26: adaptation programmes
Para 28: steps taken/envisaged towards national and/or regional adaptation
programmes, and other information relevant to achievement of the
UNFCCC objective
Para 29: vulnerabilities, as well as adaptation measures being taken to meet
needs and concerns
Para 32: scope of vulnerability and adaptation assessment, including critical
areas
Para 33: approaches, methodologies and tools for the assessment of impacts,
vulnerability and adaptation, and uncertainties in these methodologies
Para 34: vulnerability and adaptation in key areas
Para 35: adaptation strategies and measures in key areas, and an evaluation
of those
Para 36: policy frameworks
Para 41: steps to integrate climate change into social, economic and
environmental policies and actions
Para 44: research relating to adaptation programmes
Para 47: national/subregional/regional capacity-building activities for
integrating adaptation into planning
Para 53: opportunities for implementation, including pilot and/or
demonstration adaptation projects, barriers to implementation of adaptation,
and how support from Annex II Parties meet adaptation needs
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COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION ON THE PROCESS TO FORMULATE AND IMPLEMENT NAPS (DECISION 5/CP.17)
Para 32: Invites Parties to provide information through NCs on measures undertaken and on support provided or received relevant to the NAP process
Para 33: encourages LDCs to provide information on their NAP process through national communications and other channels
Para 35: Invites UN organizations, multilateral, intergovernmental and other international and regional organizations to provide information on activities to support
the NAP process (para. 35)
Annex, para 6(b): Parties should undertake a regular review, at intervals they determine, to monitor and review the efforts undertaken, and provide information in
NCs on the progress made and the effectiveness of the NAP process
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